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OUR PROMISE
The American Kitchen Difference
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Simple Packaging
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Factory Direct Pricing
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Limited Lifetime Warranty
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No Gimmicks










  The Best Food is Made in the Home
At American Kitchen, we understand that culinary traditions often start at home. We know that cooking is more enjoyable when you have the right tools. That's where we excel – crafting enduring top-tier stainless steel cookware right here in the Midwest. Our products are designed to stand the test of time and are priced fairly, so that American families can enjoy the simple pleasures of cooking.
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        Nonstick Skillet

          
              
              111 Reviews
              
          from $89.99
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        Stainless Steel Skillet

          
              
              37 Reviews
              
          from $79.99
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        Nonstick Casserole Pan

          
              
              8 Reviews
              
          from $139.99
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        Stainless Steel Stock Pot

          
              
              15 Reviews
              
          from $159.99
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        Nonstick Skillet Set

          
              
              14 Reviews
              
          $289.99
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                        Heirloom Cookware
                      

                        Stainless steel is a top pick for both restaurants and chefs, and here's why: 
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        Customer Reviews

      

    

      
            ★★★★★This pan is worth every penny. So great! It has prepared pure deliciousness several times in the last 2 weeks. And everything else is on key: the packaging was perfect, the warranty is excellent, the care instructions are useful/correct, and so forth. I pan-sear my meats on my horrible electric stove and then finish them in the oven, and they’ve been perfect. Can’t wait to save my money and buy the 10”!

Bradley

          

            ★★★★★I'm addicted to your pots and pans and cant get enough of them. They are well worth the cost and performance is awesome! This 4 Qt sauce pan is great for an in between size that gets used daily, Thanks for your great product.

Pollard

          

            ★★★★★I have an AK 10" non-stick skillet, and it's my go-to for most sautéing purposes. But I like the 12" with the cover for sautéing large bunches of lacinato kale, chard and spinach. The larger size accommodates big bunches of veggies, together with onion and pepper additions. Add a little white vermouth, place the cover on, and keep it warm. Easy-peasy.

Joseph

          

            ★★★★★Great results in cooking with these beautiful pans. They replaced my T-Fal frying pans which were showing alot of wear with the nonstick coating. I was looking for pans made in the USA and so glad that I found these. The interior nonstick coating looks very durable with stainless steel on the outside of the pans.

Billie
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Made in the Midwest
American Kitchen was born from the heart of over 100 years of Wisconsin stainless steel cookware manufacturing legacy. It is with this rich heritage that the American Kitchen brand offers exceptional quality while welcoming American families to create culinary legacies in their own kitchens. Through our direct relationship with the manufacturer, we've eliminated middleman markups, ensuring that our customers receive top-tier quality at a fair and accessible price.
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Meet Us In The Kitchen

@americankitchencookware
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